Looking for a Charter trip in Grand Canyon?

We’ve been helping groups raft Grand Canyon for over three decades and we are experts at finding trips and guiding people through the booking process.

A charter trip happens when we reserve all the spaces of a trip launch date for one group, essentially making the trip exclusive. If you’re looking for a charter river trip in Grand Canyon, please consider the following:

**Availability**
- Charter trips have limited availability and are difficult to reserve. If possible, it is best to contact us and start the reservation process in January of the year prior to the year of your trip. We work with all the outfitters, so we know what trips are still open for groups.
- Charters may be available closer to the trip date, but opportunities are limited and groups must have greater flexibility regarding trip dates.

**Passenger Requirements**
- Trips typically have a minimum requirement of at least 20 passengers.
- All reserved spaces must be filled with a passenger. Charter groups cannot buy “empty” spaces on the trip.
- It is common for the passenger list to be in constant flux, with confirmed passengers backing out of the trip and replaced with waitlisted guests. Some outfitters charge a name change fee for changing guests once the passenger list has been provided. Typical outfitter policy is to require charters to provide the passenger list within 2 weeks after putting down the trip deposit.

**Our recommendation before you begin securing a charter in Grand Canyon:**
- Have 10 - 15 people who are highly interested in the trip and are ready to pay, should spaces become available.
- Have an additional group of 10 people who have some interest in the trip and the potential to join if necessary.
- Contact us as early as possible to find your desired launch date!

**Customize Your Charter**
For over 30 years, we’ve been creating custom experiences that are rich in special touches to make your time together unforgettable. From adventures before and after your river trip to transportation and local liaisons to upgraded food and beverage - if you’re interested in adding some customization to your trip, give us a call to find out what is possible.